Sample Questions from Past Qualifying Exams

This list may give the impression that the exams consist of a series of questions fired at the student one after another. In fact most exams have more the character of a conversation with considerable give and take. Hence this list cannot be expected to indicate accurately the difficulties involved.

The list indicates the professor associated to each question where available. Some have been in the MGSA files for a while, and this information has been lost (if it was ever there).

The listing by section is approximate, since some questions may fit under more than one heading.

General Algebra

• How does one make a subposet into a poset? [Bergman]
• State and prove the Fundamental Theorem of Finite Distributive Lattices. Know all the relevant definitions. [Klass]
• Define and state things about posets. [Klass]
• Draw a non-lattice with 5 elements. Draw a lattice with 5 elements. Draw a Boolean lattice on 3 elements. [Lam]